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Forward Medicina di Precisione. Recenti progressi in medicina. 2016



System medicine

Systems medicine is an interdisciplinary 
field of study that looks at the systems of 
the human body as part of an integrated 
whole, incorporating biochemical, 
physiological, and environment 
interactions. Systems medicine draws on 
systems science and systems biology, and 
considers complex interactions within 
the human body in light of a patient's 
genomics, behavior and environment 

Federoff, Howard; Gostin, Lawrence O. (2009). "Evolving from 
Reductionism to Holism: Is There a Future for Systems 
Medicine?". JAMA 302 (9): 994–996.

The human being is a dynamic
network of networks



Transition of biological network from healthier 
to aging phenotype



Deciphering hallmark processes of aging from 
interaction networks



Lopez-Otín, Blasco, Partridge, Serrano & Kremer, Cell, 2013

The hallmarks of aging





Precision medicine

• According to the Precision Medicine Initiative, precision 
medicine is "an emerging approach for disease treatment and 
prevention that takes into account individual variability in 
genes, environment, and lifestyle for each person." This 
approach will allow doctors and researchers to predict more 
accurately which treatment and prevention strategies for a 
particular disease will work in which groups of people. It is in 
contrast to a one-size-fits-all approach, in which disease 
treatment and prevention strategies are developed for the 
average person, with less consideration for the differences 
between individuals.

• https://ghr.nlm.nih.gov/primer/precisionmedicine/definition





Precision medicine needs precision healthcare systems











P4 medicine stems from three main trends: 
1) systems biology and system medicine providing 

means to unravel the complexity of diseases, 
2) new capabilities in collecting and analyzing 

digitalized health data and 
3) consumers increasing interest in managing their 

own health.

• Personalizzata: Utilizzo di informazioni cliniche, genetiche, 
proteomiche, e ambientali di ogni individuo, per la diagnosi 
e la cura del paziente

• Predittiva: Utilizzo di strumenti diagnostici molecolari per 
predire con precisione i fattori di rischio  individuali per lo 
sviluppo delle malattie e la risposta agli interventi 
terapeutici

• Preventiva: Utilizzo delle conoscenza del rischio per 
sviluppare piani di prevenzione primaria e secondaria 
personalizzati.

• Partecipativa: Coinvolgimento attivo e consapevole del 
paziente alla propria prevenzione  e cura , con conseguente 
miglioramento della compliance.





The P4H continuum model



Enabling proactive and precise treatments

The future of precision medicine

LiverChip – Dynamic 3-D cell 
culture platform can exactly 
mimic the architecture and 
physiology of the human liver

New Research / Treatment Methods

Human Longevity Inc. – building 
the world’s most comprehensive 
database on human genotypes, 
integrating  advanced gene 
sequencing, digital imaging  and 

innovative machine learning
along with personal care 
information  to detect  early 
signals  of major diseases  in 
their earlier stages

Preventive Measures

Wyss Institute – Harvard 
scientists built a nano-robot 
from designer DNA to deliver 
drug dosages to specific cell 
types

Increased Precision

Sample Use Cases

Modificato da: Rajeev Ronanki, Cognitive Computing and Healthcare Innovation Leader, Deloitte Consulting LLP,  June 9, 2016

WHOLE GENOME SEQUENCING: Clinical, Disease, Personal, 
Physical Insights

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI): screening for risk factors 
and early signals of the most critical diseases

https://www.humanlongevity.com/health-nucleus/



• The concept of precision medicine, defined as
the use of genomics, lifestyle, and 
environmental data  to individualize healthcare, 
offers an unprecedented opportunity to improve
clinical care

• Before this appoach can be implemented
however, evidence is needed to establish the 
benefit and the potential risks of specific
intervention, and strategies must be developed
to ensure effective uptake in healtcare settings

• The steps taken to accomplish these goals
involve choices with ethical implications

The future of precision medicine and Ethics



The ethical keywords for precision medicine

ELSI

Potential

risksl

Positive 

aspects







… should form the basis for designing much more comprehensive and sophisticated biomedical, social and 
environmental interventions for people affected by «multimorbidity»
… The rapid developments in ‘multimorbidity’ ‘omics’ technologies aim to provide sensitive assays to quantify 
people’s personalized health status reflecting whole person immune and bioenergetics states far more sensitively 
and specifically than currently available biomarkers of specific diseases



Breaking news from the JAMA
Published online September 17, 2018



Precision medicine to precision care: 
managing multimorbidity
… much attention has been paid to the promise of precision medicine, 
a term usually used to desribe the approach for disease treatment and 
prevention that takes into account individual variability in their genes, 
environment and lifestyle.

In the context of multimorbidity, however, precision medicine entails
carefully considering the applicability of each recommendation to an 
individual’s profile of conditions, health and functional status, goals and 
preferences.

… will require changes in clinical practice, medical education, 
performance and quality measurement, research and policy.

Bierman, Tinetti The Lancet 2016







Open issues in geriatric care?

• Che cosa è proprio della cultura geriatrica

• Siamo scettici rispetto all’innovazione tecnologica?

• Medicina personalizzata vs epidemiologia clinica



Le innovazioni emergenti e le loro interconnessioni



The Italian IRCCS Network on Aging 
roadmap
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